Size-selective fishing mortality may induce evolutionary changes to smaller size at maturation in fish stocks. Marine reserves can be a useful management tool dealing with the ecological and evolutionary effects of fisheries. We examine the effect of size-selective harvesting and the implementation of marine reserves on the evolution of size at maturation using individual-based models. The mobility of individual fish is included as an evolving trait to account for possible behavioural changes in dispersal patterns. The evolutionary change in maturation size can be prevented inside the reserve, leading to higher abundance there. The results show the benefit of reserves on yield, especially at intermediate movement probability. Reserve implementation may cause mobility of individuals to decrease, increasing the possibility of local adaptation in maturation strategy. Evolutionary changes in mobility through marine reserve implementation increase the protection from evolution to small maturation size within the reserve, but may lead to overestimation of yield benefits due to reduced spill-over.
Introduction
The effect of commercial fisheries on fish stocks and marine ecosystems is a mounting concern (Pauly et al., 2005) . Besides imposing a major source of mortality, fisheries are often size-selective, targeting large individuals. The number of large fish in a population is an important determinant of the reproductive potential of fish stocks, because large fish are usually more fecund and produce eggs of higher quality (Marteinsdottir and Begg, 2002; Berkeley et al., 2004a; Ottersen et al., 2006) . In addition to demographic effects on fish stocks, the selective removal of larger individuals reduces their relative contribution of offspring to the population. This selection pressure may induce evolutionary changes in life history traits such as age and size at maturation, which could decrease reproductive potential and sustainability of fish stocks (Law and Grey, 1989; Olsen et al., 2004) . Also non-selective fishing mortality may induce shifts to smaller size and younger age at maturation because it 1 Additional address: Department of Biology, University of York, PO Box 373 YO10 5YW, UK also includes mortality of large individuals (Heino and Kaitala, 1999; Conover, 2000; Heino and Godø, 2002) . Higher mortality primarily on juveniles and small-sized individuals leads to a selection pressure in the opposite direction (Reznick, 1996; Conover and Munch, 2002; Edeline et al., 2007) . In contrast to non-selective mortality, strong size selectivity has a high potential to induce an evolutionary change. Decreases in size at maturation have been observed in stocks of Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua), North Sea plaice (Pleuronectes platessa), and Newfoundland American plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides) (Grift et al., 2003; Barot et al., 2004; Barot et al., 2005) . Although conclusive genetic evidence for fisheries-induced change is lacking, studies support considerations of evolutionary effects in fisheries management (Jørgensen et al., 2007; Kuparinen and Merilä, 2007; Browman et al., 2008) . Protection of young and small fish has been an important issue in fish stock management but there is growing awareness that sustainability of fish stocks requires the reduction of mortality on old and large individuals without increasing the mortality of small fish (Birkeland and Dayton, 2005; Law, 2007) .
Marine reserves can help to improve habitat, maintain genetic diversity, buffer against stochastic recruitment failure, and increase yield for overexploited species through spill-over (Apostolaki et al., 2002; Gell and Roberts, 2003; Perez-Ruzafa et al., 2006; Pitchford et al., 2007) . Within reserves old and large individuals reach higher abundance than outside (Berkeley et al., 2004b) . Marine reserves have also been theoretically analyzed as a management tool to guard against evolutionary changes in size at maturation (Baskett et al., 2005) . The ecological and evolutionary effect of a reserve has been shown to depend on the dispersal abilities of fish which leads to a net transfer of individuals from the reserve to the fishery (Baskett et al., 2005; Gerber et al., 2005) . In these studies, movement rates were assumed to be constant, but behavioural changes in mobility may also influence the long term effects of a reserve. It has been suggested that a reserve changes the selection pressure on movement rates by increasing the fitness of less mobile individuals inside the marine reserve (Travis and Dytham, 1998; Botsford et al., 2003; Baskett et al., 2007) .
In this paper we combine the evolutionary analysis of size at maturation and mobility. Evolution in these traits has previously been considered only separately in the context of selective fishing and marine reserve implementation. We address the question of how evolution in one trait may affect evolution in the other. We also explore how this could affect yield, information that allows fisheries managers to form more realistic expectations on the effects of marine reserve implementation. We aim to further enhance evolutionarily-enlightened management preparing for short as well as long term changes through fisheries and marine reserve implementation (Ashley et al., 2003) . First we investigate the evolution in mobility and maturation size separately, because size-selective fishing mortality and reserve implementation affects either trait. We then continue with a scenario combining the evolution in two traits and go on to consider different reserve sizes.
Models
Our models are based on an age-structured model for a single population by Gårdmark et al. (2003) , that describes the evolutionary effect of size-selective fishing. For analytical tractability the model of Gårdmark et al. (2003) was deterministic and considered only a single evolving trait: the probability to mature small. In contrast, this study develops a simple, spatially structured, stochastic individual-based model (IBM). We include two traits subject to variability, mutation and selection: i) the probability γ to mature at small size and ii) the probability m to move at each annual time step.
The population is divided into two subpopulations: one fully protected by a marine reserve, and the other fished. The model set-up is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Parameters and trait values are listed and explained in Table 1 . Juveniles of class 1 grow to small size after one year. Depending on their inherited trait γ, they may enter either class 2 (with probability γ), to mature to adulthood and reproduce at a small size at age 2, or enter class 3 (with probability 1 -γ) to remain immature but then maturing a time step later at large size when they enter class 4 at age 3. If individuals of class 2 survive for two additional time steps then they may also grow to large size and enter class 4 with probability p. Large fish have higher fecundity (f 4 ) than small fish (f 2 ) such that maturation at large size is favoured in the absence of fishing mortality. Due to size selectivity of fishing, large individuals are subject to higher fishing mortality. For simplicity, we focus on harvesting the large individuals at rate h and set the harvest rate on other size classes to zero. Reproduction occurs locally within each subpopulation with larvae not being transported into the other subpopulation (Cowen et al., 2000) . Juvenile survival is assumed to be negatively density-dependent (Myers and Cadigan, 1993; Cushing and Horwood, 1994) . Local density is limited at the juvenile stage using a capacity-related parameter k, which is scaled by the size of the respective subpopulation.
The subpopulations are connected through movement of individuals (m) at small and large size irrespective of maturity status (class 2 to 4). The individual 
fished area (1 -r) movement probability per time step (0 ≤ m ≤ 1) is scaled by the relative size of the destination area by multiplying m with either r (for fish moving from fishery to reserve) or (1 -r) (movements from reserve to fishery), where r represents the fraction of the total space allocated to the reserve. This means that the larger the reserve the less likely an individual to move from the reserve into the fished area and vice versa. This leads to an exchange of individuals between fished and protected populations ( Fig. 1 ) and follows the approach used by Baskett et al. (2007) . Here, the evolving trait, movement probability, can be considered as an unconditional strategy (McPeek and Holt, 1992 ). Also we assume that fish within an age class must survive natural mortality before being harvested. Changing the order of events, such that harvesting occurs before survival of natural mortality, increases yield because a larger fraction enters the fishery. However, the results of abundance and the evolutionary effects are qualitatively the same because total mortality of the individuals remains unchanged. In reality natural mortality may affect individuals throughout the year, while the fishery is often seasonal. Our choice of event order does not overestimate yield and also does not qualitatively affect the population dynamics, as individuals have to survive both sources of mortality before the next reproductive event.
In the model, reproduction occurs asexually at the beginning of each year. A more realistic model with sexual reproduction would require more detailed knowledge of the effects of size-dependent distribution of mature individuals, sexual selection, and genetic recombination. Our modelling approach including asexual reproduction leads to offspring inheriting their movement behaviour and maturation strategy from one parent. The trait value is drawn randomly from a continuous uniform distribution with limits 0.1 and -0.1 around the parental strategy (Dytham, 2003) . A mutation rate of M = 0.1 per generation ensures genetic diversity in offspring to avoid clonal offspring in this asexual model and allows for mutations in traits in the standard meaning. A reduction of the mutation probability and the mutation size in our model do not change the qualitative results and the speed of evolutionary changes. Maximum and minimum values for the evolving traits are set to 0 and 1. At the start of the simulation the initial population, 10 000 individuals, has a uniform distribution in the evolving traits. Depending on the reserve size and harvest rate, populations comprise a total of 40 000 to 100 000 individuals after 200 time steps. Individual fish are tracked by size class, location, maturation size strategy and movement strategy.
The model was implemented in C++. Simulations were run for 200 annual time steps and replicated five times. Increasing the simulation time to 400 time steps does not significantly change the results, confirming that equilibrium is reached already after 200 time steps. We present results for an evolving trait as the mean of juveniles at the end of a simulation run; standard deviation is calculated from the replicated simulation runs. Results are illustrated by comparison to a fishery without implementation of a reserve. Yield is given as the absolute number of large adults of class 4 caught at the respective harvest rate h. The results in yield can also be interpreted qualitatively in terms of biomass because individuals of class 4 are assumed to have equal size and biomass. In section 3.1, we analyse a scenario with evolution in maturation size alone, at different constant movement rates. We then briefly explain the results of the scenario where only movement is included as an evolving trait and maturation size is held constant (section 3.2). In the subsequent simulations summarized in section 3.3, both the probability to mature at small size and the probability to move between the areas are used as evolving traits. For the results presented in sections 3.1-3.3 the two areas (fishery and reserve) are assumed to have the same size r = 0.5. In section 3.4, we consider reserves covering different fractions of the total area. We relate the evolution in the traits to the yield for the different evolutionary scenarios. In the last part of our analysis, in section 3.5, the effects of different starting values and lower mutation rates on the evolutionary results are explained.
Results

Evolution of size at maturation at constant movement probability
Our results indicate that the reserve effect differs depending on the mobility of individuals. In Fig. 2 , yield and the mean values in the evolving trait within and outside the reserve are illustrated. For comparison, the results without reserve are plotted as a control; these are equivalent for different movement rates because in the homogeneous population movement is a neutral trait. If there is no movement (m = 0), the two subpopulations develop independently. In the fished subpopulation, a switch from small to large maturation size is induced at the same harvest rate as in the control scenario without reserve (Fig. 2a) . With increasing harvest on large adults, the fitness of individuals with small maturation size increases, and the yield of large individuals is reduced accordingly (Fig. 2a, b) . The reserve population is not affected by fishing mortality. From this it follows that the yield halves for the same harvest rate, because only half the area is available to the fishery (Fig. 2b) . Mean values of the evolving trait γ never reach the extreme trait values of zero or one. Therefore even at strong selection pressure, a few individuals, with γ < 1, may mature at large size. Decreasing mutation probability or maturation size leads to mean trait values closer to the extreme strategies but leaves the qualitative outcome unaffected. The mean γ of 0.5 at h = 0.3 corresponds to a uniform distribution in the trait values of juveniles; all maturation strategies have equal fitness. At higher or lower harvest rates, strategies with higher probability of either small or large maturation size become more abundant and the distribution becomes unimodal and is skewed towards either γ = 1 or γ = 0, respectively.
At an individual movement probability of m = 0.25, large adults spill over from the reserve into the fished area and increase yield of adult-fish compared to the zero-movement case (Fig. 2d) . The exchange of individuals across the reserve boundary decreases the selection pressure towards small maturation size in the fishery. The selection pressure is reduced and yield is ensured at all harvesting rates. The probability of small maturation size increases within the reserve (Fig. 2c) At movement probability of 0.5, individuals have a high probability of being in the fished or protected area in the next time step. The mean probability to mature small is similar in both areas (Fig. 2e ). An intermediate mean value corresponds to a uniform distribution in the evolving trait among juveniles. The distributions of γ are similar in the two subpopulations. Yield declines as evolution to small maturation size is induced (Fig. 2f) .
Overall, in the absence of evolution in movement, the results show that at low movement probability marine reserves can ensure both protection from evolutionary changes and high yield.
Evolution of movement at constant probability of small maturation size
With implementation of a marine reserve mobility decreases in both fishery and reserve but is lower within the reserve (Fig. 3a, c) . This evolutionary decrease in mobility is largest when all individuals mature at large size (γ = 0), because there is a strong selective advantage for large-maturing individuals to remain within the reserve. The decline in mean movement probability as harvest rate increases can be attributed to reduced abundances of individuals with high movement rates through fishing.
Yield in the fishery increases with increasing harvest rate (Fig. 3b, d) . Results in yield depend on the probability to mature small. Yield is markedly reduced if all individuals mature small (γ = 1) because only a small number of fish grow to large size only after surviving two additional time steps (Fig. 3d) . Results for intermediate values of γ (not shown) show a smooth transition between the results depicted for the extreme values of γ.
Evolution of size at maturation and movement probability
Without a reserve, fishing effort is the same everywhere, so location does not matter and there is little selection on movement (Fig. 4, control) . Evolution to small maturation size is induced at low harvest rates (Fig. 4a) . As anticipated, reserve implementation causes the movement probability to decrease inside the reserve with increasing fishing effort (Fig. 4b) . The movement probability also decreases in the fishery, but to a smaller extent. In the fished population evolution towards small maturation size is induced similar to the scenario with constant high movement probability (Fig. 2e ). In contrast, the population within the reserve is relatively protected from fishing pressure and individuals mature at large size. At low and high harvest rates yield is lower than in the scenario without marine reserve (Fig. 4c) and lower than expected at intermediate to high movement probabilities without consideration of evolutionary changes in mobility (Fig. 2d, f) . In other words, the combination of evolution in life history and movement parameters can lead to a scenario where reserves provide protection from evolution to smaller sizes at maturation, but without necessarily causing a concomitant increase in yield.
The effect of reserve size
In Fig. 5 , the results are shown for the two evolving traits for smaller reserve sizes (r = 0.125, r = 0.25, compared to r = 0.5 in Fig. 4 ). For clarity, we show only mean values for the entire population. Larger reserves increase the protection from evolutionary change to small maturation size (Fig. 5a) . A reserve causes the mobility to decrease (Fig. 5b) , and a small reserve leads to evolution of higher overall mobility than those in a larger reserve where a higher fraction of the population inhabits the protected area (cf. Fig. 4b ). Within a smaller reserve fewer individuals are protected, resulting in a higher selection pressure towards small maturation size and less selection pressure on movement probability.
Yield decreases as small maturation size is induced. Compared to a fully fished population (control) reserves of larger size (r = 0.5) result in lower yield for all har-vest rates because less area is available to the fishery and because the mobility of fish decreases thereby limiting the spill-over from the reserve into the fished area (Fig.  5c) . A smaller reserve (r = 0.125) ensures yield at high harvesting rates due to higher spill-over.
Alternative starting values and mutation rates
In all previous simulations individuals had a uniform distribution in their trait values at the start of the simulation resulting in a mean of 0.5 for γ and m. Using specific starting values for the evolving traits, which are the same for all individuals, leads to qualitatively similar results. After 200 time steps at maximum harvest rate h = 1.0, mean of γ reaches values around 0.87 without reserve and 0.4 with a reserve protecting 50% of the population ( Fig. 6a, b; cf. Fig 5a) . The speed of evolution depends on the difference between starting values and the favoured trait value in the respective scenario. At maximum harvest rate without reserve, a population with mean γ = 0.2 evolves at a speed of around 0.4% annually towards higher probability of small maturation size (Fig. 6a) . In comparison starting at γ = 0.5 the evolutionary change occurs at around 0.2% annually.
A reduction in mutation rate does not affect the speed of evolution if trait values are uniformly distributed at the start of a simulation. With the use of distinct starting values, a reduction of mutation probability and size lowers the speed of evolutionary change in the trait values. A mutation rate M = 0.1 and starting value of γ = 0.2 result in an evolutionary change of 0.4% per year at maximum harvest rate without a reserve (Fig. 6a) . At a mutation rate of M = 0.025, using a mutation probability of 0.5 and a mutation size of 0.05, the evolutionary change occurs at 0.15% per year for the same harvest scenario (Fig. 6c) . At reduced mutation rate 500 time steps are required to reach evolutionary equilibrium (not shown). Reserve implementation may lead to a recovery in maturation size from γ = 0.8 at a rate 0.2% per year towards lower probabilities of small maturation size (Fig.  6b) . At a reduced mutation rate a reserve, protecting 50% of the population, may not lead to any recovery in γ after more than 200 time steps, while evolutionary changes towards lower mobility occur (Fig. 6b, d ).
Discussion
Evolution of size at maturation
In agreement with previous studies, harvesting the largest individuals favours small maturation size (Law and Grey, 1989) . Gårdmark et al. (2003) used the adaptive dynamics approach for an evolutionary analysis of an age-structured population model where a population is assumed to be homogenous in the trait value, and ecological and evolutionary timescales are separated. In their study evolutionary dynamics follow a bang-bang control with abrupt switch between the evolutionarily stable strategies γ = 0 and γ = 1, leading to a homogeneous population with either delayed maturation or early maturation. In this study we used an individual-based model for the analysis, and find variability in strategies within a subpopulation as well as between subpopulations. The fitness of a life history strategy is determined by the harvest rate in the fished area. This directly translates into frequencies of different life history strategies present in a population, causing a more gradual shift in the mean trait value of juveniles in the subpopulations from predominantly large maturation size to small maturation size with increasing harvest rate (Fig. 2a) . The rate of evolutionary change in our model of 0.4% per year at maximum harvest rate for fish at initially large maturation size without protection by a reserve (Fig. 6a) is realistic compared to observation of changes in size at maturation around 1% per year for salmon and 0.35% per year for cod as summarized by Jørgensen et al. (2007) .
With implementation of a reserve, subpopulations may differ in their mean trait values. Depending on fish mobility, individuals maturing at large size are more likely to be found within the reserve. Lenormand (2002) surmised that gene flow through dispersal counteracts local adaptation and we also find a higher degree of local adaptation at low movement rates. The evolutionary shift from large to small maturation size, which also determines yield, can be prevented to differing extents depending on the movement rates of individuals.
Ideally, reserves should protect fish stocks and enhance yield in adjacent fisheries. The chances of success for fulfilling these two objectives depends on movement rates, but in opposite directions (Rakitin and Kramer, 1996) . Ecological analysis showed protection at low movement rates, while intermediate to high rates of adult movement benefit fisheries yield (Botsford et al., 2003; Follesa et al., 2007) . The evolutionary analysis confirms the conclusion for low movement rates; high ecological protection also includes evolutionary protection from changes to smaller maturation size. At high movement rates the degree of ecological protection of size at maturation decreases because more fish move across the boundary and enhance the fishery. The inclusion of an evolutionary analysis shows that the fishery may benefit to a smaller degree than expected from modelling without evolution as changes in maturation size affect reproductive potential, abundance, and consequently yield.
Evolution of movement
In a fishery without reserve, movement is almost a neutral trait, as predicted by Gadgil (1971) , although there is weak selection for increased movement both to avoid competition with kin (Travis and Dytham, 1998) , and because on average an individual spends more time in the more crowded patch and thereby benefits from movement to the less crowded patch (Travis and Dytham, 1999) . Once the model includes a fishery and a reserve there is strong spatial heterogeneity. Movement will be favoured when leaving an area increases fitness, while low movement evolves if, on average, individuals move from a high fitness to a low fitness area. In our simulations we observed a reduction in mean movement rate as harvest rate increased because the fitness penalty for leaving the reserve is increasing. Individuals in the reserve have lower mean movement rates than individuals in the fishery. Within the reserve, individuals with high site fidelity have a higher fitness through protection from fishing and therefore increase in abundance, although they suffer from high density. Individuals with higher movement probability are penalized by entering the fished area and suffering from fishing mortality, although they benefit from the lower density. Individuals in the fishery also have low movement probabilities, although higher than in the reserve, because it is generally a sink population, continually augmented by individuals with relatively low movement rates spilling over from the reserve (Fig. 3) . This intermediate movement rate allows fish to move across the boundary into the reserve and stay long enough to produce offspring. Maximum movement rates increase the probability of leaving the fishery, but also increase the probability of return in the next time step. This interpretation accords with Bull et al. (1987) where fitness was calculated with regard to multiple movement events, i.e. leaving and returning to a given patch.
Evolution of size at maturation and movement
Reduced mobility of fish within the reserve increases their fitness by avoidance of fishing mortality. As connectivity is reduced, evolution towards small maturation size is induced only in the fished area and prevented within the reserve. The spatially heterogeneous habitat selects for reduced mobility, which in turn, supports local adaptation. This supports earlier studies suggesting that selection acts against individuals leaving favourable environments (Balkau and Feldman, 1973; Nosil et al., 2005; Rocha et al., 2005) . The modelling results are the same whatever the starting values of movement used for the initial population. In reality there may be limits to evolutionary changes in movement. In the zero movement scenario (Fig. 2a) , subpopulations may be geographically separated or connectivity may be restricted by migration costs which cause higher mortality for individuals leaving an area. In this case changing the fishing mortality on one subpopulation by implementation of a reserve will not affect movement probabilities; populations stay separate. On the other hand in populations with initially high mobility, movement may provide a sufficient contribution to fitness of individuals, such that increased spatial variability through implementation of a reserve may not necessarily cause the predicted decrease in mobility. The environment varies in space as well as time and so does fitness; movement modifies the conditions individuals and their offspring experience in a life time (McPeek and Holt, 1992) . It has been shown that strong temporal variability (McPeek and Holt, 1992) , demographic stochasticity (Travis and Dytham, 1998; Cadet et al., 2003) , disturbances, and succession processes (Olivieri et al., 1995) favour higher mobility.
Fishing, especially using mobile fishing gear, is often highly destructive to habitat (Watling and Norse, 1998) . Reserve implementation may increase habitat diversity and complexity leading to better protection of juvenile stages and more productive feeding grounds and thereby increase the carrying capacity of the reserve area (Halpern, 2003) . Increased productivity of marine reserves is not considered in this study. It may lead to better protection against evolutionary changes and increase yield due to higher net export of individuals. But spill-over is then limited by evolution of mobility because improved habitat quality inside the reserve further increases the fitness gradient between the habitats, and selects for higher site fidelity. Also, fish may be able to sense the quality of the other habitat, which would favour accumulation of fish inside the reserve and reduce spill-over further until density-dependence limits overcrowding. We did not include any conditional movement, but predict that individuals would be strongly selected to leave crowded patches, as in Murrell et al. (2002) .
Marine reserves can be an important management tool to prevent evolution to smaller maturation size. In accordance with the review by Kuparinen and Merilä (2007) , our study suggests that reduced genetic variability after intense exploitation, in our model lower mutation rate per generation, reduces the speed of recovery in size at maturation, if an evolutionary change already occurred (Fig. 6d) . In comparison to the evolutionary speed of recovery in size at maturation, with implementation of a reserve a change in mobility of individuals may occur at a faster rate (Dytham and Travis, 2006) .
General conclusions
This analysis shows the importance of deciding on the objectives of a reserve. There are trade-offs in the protection from evolutionary changes in mobility and size at maturation, protection of abundance, and improvement of yield. These factors can be weighed for the community and species concerned, and managed also with regard to reserve size and location. Evolutionary changes in mobility and maturation strategy may not always occur, or only one of the traits may be affected. This work enhances the understanding of the complex interactions in marine ecosystems, and moves towards the theory of marine reserve design requested by Botsford et al. (2003) . We also emphasize that this general model may be used and applied to open populations in terrestrial ecosystems that are subject to size selective mortality. Recent publications show evolutionary concerns on selective hunting techniques also apply to terrestrial populations such as mouflon (Garel et al., 2007) , red deer (Proaktor et al., 2007) , and kangaroo (Tenhumberg et al., 2004) .
